The doctor-patient relationship can be subdivided into four steps. The first is "feeling sick," a key starting point that triggers the subsequent behavior. It involves sensory systems that generate conscious awareness, and indeed the perception of a symptom, like pain, is the product of bottom-up and top-down processes. The second step is "seeking relief," a kind of motivated behavior which is aimed at suppressing discomfort. The third step is "meeting the therapist," a special and unique social encounter whereby the therapist represents the means to suppress discomfort. Here many mechanisms are at work, such as the patient's trust and hope and the therapist's empathy and compassion. Finally, the fourth step is "receiving the therapy," the final act of the doctor-patient interaction. The mere ritual of the therapeutic act may generate therapeutic responses (placebo responses) which sometimes may be as powerful as those generated by real medical treatments. This chapter summarizes a decade or more of research on the functions of the frontal lobes through the study of patients with pathology restricted to that region. It begins with one assumption: there is no unitary frontal lobe process, no central executive. Evidence is presented to demonstrate that different cognitive processes can be related to distinct regions of the frontal lobes. A very brief review of the relation of less cognitive human abilities, such as humor appreciation and theory of mind, provides some support that even higher human abilities depend on the interaction of more distinct localizable functions. The chapter then moves from the location of distinct processes to the interaction of these in networks and cognitive systems. Finally, it presents the implications of the review.
Fractionation and Localization of Distinct
The traditional concept of placebo The history of medicine is basically the history of placebos, as most early medical interventions were nothing but placebos, i.e., inert. Over the centuries, doctors started using sham treatments to see whether the clinical improvements were attributable to patients' imagination and/or spontaneous remissions. Today placebos are widely used in clinical research to validate the efficacy of a therapy as well as in clinical practice to please and to placate anxious patients. The placebo effect represents a good example of how a mental activity may affect several physiological functions, thus it is an excellent model to study the mindbody interaction. The nocebo effect, which is opposite to the placebo effect, is also a good model to understand the interaction between mind and body.
A history of cerebellum research The effectiveness and efficiency with which science advances our understanding depend on a philosophy of rational criticism, as advocated by Karl Popper, but also on the institutions of science, including international connectivity, horizontal integration across fields, and the standardized publication and peer review processes. Neuroscience in the twentieth century taught us that the brain is made up of neurons, that they carry information as action potentials and connect via chemical synapses, and that learning occurs through changes in synaptic strength. This chapter contrasts normal cerebral and cognitive development with that of children who have sustained frontal pathology. It focuses specifically on the domain of executive function, with the assumption that frontal regions are essential to the development and implementation of efficient executive skills. It discusses two studies from that illustrate the impact of frontal lobe pathology during childhood and the problems of assessing these skills accurately with current methodologies. The first study describes an ongoing program of research that examines the range of executive deficits exhibited by children who have sustained traumatic brain injury involving the frontal regions. The second study investigates the impact of focal frontal lesions during childhood, with an emphasis on approaches to the measurement of executive function. The study of sex differences in the brain has a long, rich history and remains a vibrant and controversial topic that is central to the field of neuroscience both for its obvious relevance and its heuristic value. This chapter provides a brief historical perspective, largely by directing the reader to the many excellent reviews already available, while emphasizing emerging paradigm shifts in our view of the origin and functional significance of brain sex differences. It highlights two major new initiatives: the direct role of sex chromosome genes in determining brain sex differences, and, the novel theoretical view indicating that sometimes the sexes are striving to be the same. The chapter reviews 10 recent discoveries that have changed our thinking about sex differences in the brain. Dendrites, the neuronal processes that receive synaptic inputs, are found in all nervous systems. The great diversity of dendrites, both within individual species and across phylogeny, reflects their adaptation to particular functional roles. This chapter uses this diversity to consider dendrites from an evolutionary perspective. It first describes some principles seen in the diversity of dendritic forms. It then seeks to explain this diversity in terms of tradeoffs among functional optimization constraints; mechanistic limits set by the available molecular toolkit; and developmental mechanisms, the targets upon which selection has acted. Finally, based on these perspectives, it identifies areas ripe for future investigation. Among the five cognitive functions, intelligence is the most complex and the most difficult to define. The complexity derives from the close relationships between intelligence and all other four functions -perception, memory, attention, and language. All four contribute to intelligence, though each does it in a different way and to a varying degree, depending on the individual and the circumstances. The difficulty of defining intelligence derives from the almost infinite variety of its manifestations. Here it is defined as the ability to adjust by reasoning to new changes, to solve new problems, and to create valued new forms of action and expression. This definition is broad enough to reach into the biological roots of cognition and also to reach up to the heights of human achievement. The pertinent data from cognitive neuroscience indicate that intellectual performance can be best understood as the result of neuronal transactions between perceptual and executive networks of the cerebral cortex. This chapter discusses the development of intelligence, structural anatomy and functional anatomy of intelligence, reasoning, problem solving, decision making, and creative intelligence.
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